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0.2in.Faced with the prospect of auction to a dangerous man for marriage, Lady Elizabeth DeVanes
only choice is to flee. Booking passage a ship bound for the American colonies, she leaves England,
only to quickly discover the hardships of a transatlantic crossing. Arriving in America Lady Elizabeth
searches for a place to start fresh. Yet just as things are finally looking up, the rogue son of a tribal
leader known as Chief Elkhorn attacks her stagecoach. Unconscious and barely breathing, Lady
Elizabeth is rescued by a horse breeder named Landon Winters. Landon and his staff nurse her back
to health and realizing he wants her to stay, he offers her a position on his ranch after her
convalescence. Thrown together on a daily basis, passionate feelings soon develop between them.
Struggling with her new feelings and many questions, Lady Elizabeth determines to fully embrace
her new life and transforms herself from proper English lady to frontierswoman by adopting the
name Angel Van Morrison. Empowered by her new identity, Angel vows to be true to herself and
finds peace for the first time in her life. Yet beneath...
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I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta  Ritchie IV-- Antonetta  Ritchie IV

Simply no phrases to explain. It is definitely simplistic but shocks from the fifty percent from the pdf. You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Antonetta  Tr em bla y-- Antonetta  Tr em bla y
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